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So the Gilbevan family came to Omi’s house again and kept calling Lin Tao, Dai
Weixue, Lin Xiaoyao, grandpa, grandma, and auntie.

…………

As Omi had expected, after Gil Ku gained 20 Phys, the efficiency of picking up
branches was indeed much faster.

Today’s barbecue time came earlier than usual.

In a blink of an eye, it was the next day.

The breeze is gentle, and the sky is clear.

Omi, Tengu, and Jill Ku set foot on the road again.

It didn’t take long for Omi to hear a clear reminder sound in his mind.

【Ding! Live in another world for 312 hours and gain 300 mental power. 】

Omi felt that his head was clear for a while, and he was already used to a similar
feeling.

Therefore, there is no strange color, and it is still unhurried and continues to
move forward.

…………

on the other hand.

Augustus came to a forest, with thick bushes, tall trees, and staggered vines…
full of the taste of the virgin forest.

As he walked, he sighed.

“Oh! The trunk is too thick!”

“And the vines, really strong! I can guarantee that this is absolutely comparable
to the iron chain on the earth. It is hard to imagine how it grows.”
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“Seeing these vines, I suddenly thought of King Kong in the movie!”

“like this……”

As Augustus spoke, he held a vine, rushed forward, and flew directly to another
vine… He flew from one vine to another vine like this, and kept moving forward.

US live broadcast.

The host exclaimed excitedly: “Look at what our hero Augustus is doing? It’s
amazing! This is the real version of King Kong!”

[YA: The two vines are so far apart that Augustus can travel freely! 】

[MAKE: Augustus really is a superhero, so handsome! 】

[Julie: Augustus, you are the best, I love you! 】

…………

Augustus’ popularity has grown again.

[Mike Jay: Hey, look, is there something in front of that? 】

[Carol: It seems… there is something. 】

…………

Alien.

In the woods, a large group of birds seemed to be frightened, and they all ran
into the distance.

next moment……

In Augustus’s field of vision, a giant chimpanzee with a height of about 5 meters
and the shape of a mountain appeared.

The chimpanzee was holding on to the vines and kept moving forward, extremely
fast, and made a loud roar from time to time.

Augustus instinctively felt his heart palpitate, and he hurriedly turned and ran
away.

However, the chimps were too fast on the vine.



In just a moment, he was already catching up.

The chimpanzee’s huge claws reached out and grabbed it, like pinching a bedbug,
and easily pinched Augustus in his hand.

Augustus used all his strength and struggled constantly, but it seemed like he
was being welded by an iron hoop, which had no effect at all.

He looked at the ferocious teeth of the chimpanzee.

Fear and fear swept through the whole body, and the whole person was
completely soaked in sweat.

The body and even the soul trembled.

“Help!”

“Who will save me!”

Perhaps, Augustus’ voice played a role.

Not far away, a tall figure, a dog, a brown-skinned person, walked slowly over.

They… are Omi, Tengu and Jill Ku!

Augustus recalled the scene of Omi beheading the one-horned rhino not long
ago, as if he had caught a life-saving straw, and shouted, “Help!”

“I was caught, come and save me.”

“help me.”

He was afraid that Omi would not understand, and finally, he called out in a very
lame Chinese language: “Save…Save…I…”

Gilku felt the terrifying breath of the chimpanzee, and his heart palpitated.

He was a little surprised: “Master…Master, it’s the person from yesterday.”

In fact, not only was he surprised, Omi was also a little surprised.

Omi had already seen the black energy above Augustus’s head yesterday, and
knew that he would have fatal bad luck, but he never thought that this bad luck
would appear in front of him.

However, Omi didn’t seem to see or hear it. His pace didn’t slow down or speed
up.



Augustus shouted again: “Please, save me!”

Perhaps it was Augustus’ voice that disturbed the chimpanzee, which wrinkled its
dark face in annoyance.

Then, squeeze the palm of your hand firmly.

“what!”

The terrifying power caused Augustas’ bones to break one after another, his
body more like an explosion, and the pain was extreme.

explode?

right!

Just a blast!

“boom!”

The chimpanzee pushes again.

The next moment, Augustus burst like a watermelon.

Blood, minced meat, splattered everywhere.

Then, the chimpanzee stuffed the remaining flesh and blood into its mouth.

Evil, terrifying.

Omi’s mental power had already risen to a terrifying realm.

It doesn’t matter at all.

And Jill Ku, who was next to him, turned pale and almost didn’t spit it out.

Chimpanzees seem to think it tastes good after eating Augustus.

A pair of scarlet eyes fell directly on Omi and Jill Ku.

There was a ferocious look on its dark face.

Then, like a speeding truck, it rushed towards Omi and Jill Ku, as if to knock
them flying in one fell swoop to gain special psychological satisfaction.

“Dong Dong Dong!”



As the chimpanzees ran, the entire forest seemed to jump.

Omi still didn’t seem to see or hear it, and walked forward unhurriedly.

100 metres.

90 meters.

80 meters.

…………

Almost in the blink of an eye, the chimpanzee arrived only 10 meters away
from Omi.

10 meters seems far away.

But, know that…

Chimpanzees are 5 meters tall!

This distance, it is not an exaggeration to say that it is close at hand.

Omi even felt the gust of wind that the chimpanzee ran up against~ ~Jil Ku was
so frightened that he fell to the ground.

It’s not that he’s timid, it’s an instinctive reaction.

It was at this time that Omi made his move!

He slowly shook his right hand and directly pulled out the Starfall Sword.

[One of the swords, draw the sword and cut the sky! 】

“Wow!”

The dazzling sword glow drew a beautiful arc in the air.

The chimpanzee, which was running fast, suddenly stopped as if it was braking
suddenly.

The next moment, the huge body of the chimpanzee actually split in two from
the middle.

“Boom!”



The two halves of the body fell to the ground, like boulders falling to the ground,
stirring up smoke and dust in the sky.

The blood is like a spring, shooting wildly!

lonely!

The whole forest is dead silent!

At the same time, there were several voiceless voices in the woods.

“The chosen Augustus died, and the American desert increased by 50%.”

“Be the first to kill a Level 5 King Kong and get a Level 5 treasure chest.”

“Being the first to kill Level 5 King Kong, Huaxia Minerals increased by 50%.”

…………

US live broadcast.

The host looked at the live broadcast screen, half-opened his mouth, and the
whole person was stunned.

In fact, Augustus died too tragically.

After a long while, the host made an unbelievable sound.

“O… Augustus is dead…”

After the host’s voice fell, a barrage finally appeared in the deadly live broadcast
room.

【Neil: No! This is not true! 】

[Columbus: How could Augustus die? ! 】

[Morris: False! This is fake! 】

[Kelin: Oh my God! The gate of the void above Fort City suddenly filled with a
black air, and then, the entire land of Fort City turned into a desert! 】

[Austin: Desertification… It’s true, Augustus is really dead. 】



[Franks: That Omi could obviously save Augustus, but he didn’t take action, he
was a murderer! Damn murderer! 】

[Davidson: Exactly! Murderer! 】

[Hubbard: Omi must be severely punished. 】

[Jax: Severely punish the murderer Omi! 】

…………

Huaxia live broadcast room.

Xiaoice was also frightened by the tragedy of Augustus.

However, soon, they were happy again because Huaxia Minerals increased by
50%.

Xiao Bing said: “Thank you, Professor Lin, for beheading the beasts again,
allowing our Huaxia Mining to increase by 50%! Thank you!”

[Sad: Immortal Lin is too good! 】

[Wuying: One sword, another sword! There is a one-punch superman in the anime.
Any enemy can be killed with one punch. Lin Shenxian is a one-punch
superman. 】

[Attempt to save: Awesome or Lin Shenxian is awesome! 】

[Unique in the world: Our Huaxia mines have grown by 50% all of a sudden, and in
the future, our Huaxia is destined to become stronger and stronger! 】

[Flowers in the Wind: The United States seems to say that Lin Shenxian will be
severely punished, and that Lin Shenxian is a murderer. 】

[Red Middle Laizi: Murderer? Severe punishment? I bother! 】

[Motorcycle boy: What is Lin Shenxian not saving? Not to mention, at that time,
Lin Shenxian had no time to save her! After saving it, Augustus will probably say
again, who wants you to save me, I’m just playing with cats and mice. 】

[Han: I want to say, Augustus deserves it! 】



[New: Lin Shenxian did the right thing! 】

[Feng Family: Still the murderer, is it Lin Shenxian who killed him? funny! 】

[I like you every day: More and more people are scolding Lin Shenxian in the live
broadcast room in the United States. Will anyone come with me to scold him? 】

【Three-two-one: Yes! 】

[Hongtian: Count me in! 】

[There is no difficulty in the world: and me. 】

…………

Naturally, Omi didn’t know that such a little thing even caused a big scolding
battle.

Of course, even if you know it, you won’t be too concerned about it.

He focused his attention directly on the level 5 treasure chest and opened it
casually.

“Primary mine control technique, is it used?”

At the same time, a clear prompt sounded in Omi’s mind.

【Ding! Congratulations, get a special red envelope, advanced mine control

technique. 】

Omi’s body was slightly numb.

Then, he felt that his power could be easily transformed into lightning.

No!

It’s not just power that can transform lightning.

He even has a very strange feeling that as long as he has a thought, he can drop
endless divine thunder from the nine heavens!

Incredibly peculiar.

Omi felt this special feeling, and the corners of his mouth twitched slightly.
Obviously, he was in a very good mood.



He glanced at Gilku, who was still slumped on the ground.

Then, he set his eyes on Tengu and said, “Tengu, use this primary mine control
technique.”

Hearing this, Tengu slowly stepped forward and placed his paw on the light ball.

Suddenly, there seemed to be a flash of lightning in the eyes of Tiangu, and the
whole dog became more and more stern.

…………

In the blink of an eye, five days passed.

In the past five days, Omi did not encounter any beasts again.

However, relying on his five-day life in another world, he gained a total of 600
physique points and 800 mental strength points, and the whole person became
stronger and stronger.

Today, Omi, Tengu, and Gilku are still walking in the wilderness.

Xiaobing in the live broadcast room gave some explanations about the
environment of the other world from time to time.

The audience in the live broadcast room, as usual, was very large.

From time to time, they longed for another world and praised Omi.

Soon, however, some somewhat different discussions emerged.

[The flowers are blooming: Have you heard of it? The United States, the Eagle
Country, the Island Country, the Bear Country, the Home Country…Heroes from
many countries suddenly lost their way when they walked into a mangrove forest,
and lost their strength… Then, something terrible happened. 】

[Yellow race: A terrible thing? I go to the Internet to see. 】

[No one in ten thousand: It’s really scary! In that mangrove forest, there are many
monsters with human-like faces, they like to eat the flesh of heroes alive. 】

【Love: What? ! 】

[Yellow race: Vomit! too frightening! I just took a look on the Internet… I guess I
won’t be able to eat at noon. 】



[Youth will not come: After these heroes died, the air quality in many countries
decreased and the pollution increased…]

[Loveby: Why are there such terrifying creatures in another world? 】

[Send you away: The mangrove forest you mentioned should be the one in front,
right? 】

[123 Wooden Man: What? ! Is Lin Shenxian also going to meet? Don’t go in, the
woods are very creepy! 】

…………

Xia Bing, Xia Xue, Qin Yuxuan, Hu Tian and others were all watching the live
broadcast with great concentration.

At the same time, they also know the situation of mangroves.

The girls had to pray silently: ” Omi, don’t have any trouble.”

…………

At this time, Omi, Tengu and Gilku were still moving forward.

Jill Ku ate a piece of big bird leg meat left over from last night~ ~ satisfied: “It’s
really fragrant!”

As soon as he threw away the bones, he found a red forest not far away, and said
in surprise: “Master, there is a red forest there, is it a maple leaf? It doesn’t look
like it, and it doesn’t seem to be autumn now.”

“Innate red leaves? Or flowers?”

Jill Ku scratched his head and said, “However, it’s so beautiful! If we have a few
more beauties next to us, it would be great, and we can definitely spend a
wonderful night.”

Having said that, Gilku seems to have imagined that picture, and his face is full of
yearning.

Then, Jill Ku said, “Master, are we going to the mangrove?”

Omi said, “Since you’ve passed by, let’s go take a look.”

“Wang!”



At this time, the tengu, who seldom barked, suddenly raised his head to the sky
and let out a growl.

PS: “.

Gilku glanced at the tengu curiously.

Naturally, he couldn’t understand what Tengu said.

However, Omi heard it clearly.

“It smells bloody!”

If it was a normal **** smell, Tengu wouldn’t care at all.

After all, the otherworldly wilderness is killing all the time.

The smell of blood in here is probably very strong.

This is a tengu warning that there may be danger inside!

Danger?

Omi didn’t care at all.

There was even a little more expectation.

Because, this means that there may be powerful monsters in it.

By killing monsters, you can gain power and even skills.

So, Omi continued to take it easy and walked forward.

soon…

Going into the mangrove forest.

Huaxia live broadcast room.

Xiao Bing said nervously, “Professor Lin, be careful!”

[Spicy Rabbit Head: Lin Shenxian, don’t go in. 】

[Binbin: Immortal Lin, danger! 】

[Disappointed: Be careful! 】



…

Xia Bing, Xia Xue, Qin Yuxuan and others clenched their little hands one after
another, and their pretty faces became even more nervous.

…

“tread!”

Finally, Omi, Jill Ku, and Tengu slowly walked into the mangrove forest under
the watchful eyes of countless people.

The ground of the mangroves is very soft, and walking on it is like stepping on a
spring pad.

Jill Ku said happily: “It’s so comfortable to walk on this road.”

Omi frowned.

Because, when he walked into the mangrove forest, the power in his body
seemed to be absorbed by something, and it continued to flow away.

Of course, the speed is very slow.

However, Omi has a very strong recovery ability. Once absorbed, once
recovered, they can cancel each other out.

At the same time, he noticed that the mangrove trees on the edge suddenly
appeared densely packed behind him.

To know…

Omi just walked in, how could there be so many mangroves behind?

Omi murmured in his heart, “It seems a bit interesting.”

So he continued to walk forward.

At first, Jill Kuo exclaimed from time to time, feeling so beautiful, and the whole
person was very excited.

But, gradually, Gilku was like a patient with a high fever, his spirit became very
sluggish, swaying, and he would fall to the ground at any time.

“Clap!”

When a stone appeared in front of him, Gilku finally fell to the ground
accidentally, and it was difficult to get up.



Omi and Tengu couldn’t help but stop.

“rustle!”

It was also at this time that behind a mangrove tree, a red body and a
human-faced monster with three eyes slowly emerged.

No!

not one!

Then, on the left, right, and front, a red body and a red monster with three eyes
also appeared.

The four monsters were rectangular, vaguely surrounding Omi, Tengu, and Gilku
in the middle.

Their eyes are filled with scarlet light, which is very infiltrating.

The next moment, the four monsters grinned, stretched out their claws like steel
knives, and rushed towards Omi, Tengu, and Gilku.

Omi didn’t move at all, while the Tengu beside him charged.

“Wow!”

“Crack!”

With a few soft sounds, the four monsters all broke off at the waist, and blood
sputtered.

Then, Omi continued to walk forward.

And the tengu followed behind with Gilku, who had passed out.

Huaxia live broadcast room.

Xiao Bing said: “It seems that these monsters cannot cause damage to Professor
Lin.”

[Red: Lin Shenxian doesn’t need to do anything, the Tengu can solve it. 】

[The man in the wind: Lin Shenxian is invincible! 】

[Commenter: A mere monster, there is no need for Lin Shenxian to take action!
It’s so invincible! 】



…

Omi kept moving forward, and every time he walked, several monsters would
appear.

However, they were all easily beheaded by the Tengu, without causing any
hindrance to Omi.

After about an hour, the mangroves became denser and denser, and the whole
world seemed to be completely shrouded in scarlet.

Spooky and scary!

At this time, a mountain suddenly appeared in front of him.

There are many caves around the mountains.

A large number of red monsters gathered in front of the cave.

In front of these monsters, there are various races of white skin, brown skin,
black skin, yellow skin and so on.

They are… all chosen heroes of the nations.

These heroes have been disemboweled, their heads broken, or their faces are
beyond recognition… all of them have lost their voices, and the blood is flowing
freely, which is extremely miserable.

The red monsters, some hold the hero’s thighs to chew on, some use sharp claws
to stick into their stomachs to eat internal organs, some grab their brains and
stuff them into their mouths…

There was a disgusting smell of blood in the air.

The whole scene is terrifying!

Omi’s originally calm face turned cold in an instant.

A mass of rage, burning wildly.

Although, none of these are Chinese.

Even among these heroes, there may be some people from hostile countries.

However, they have the same identity, that is… people!

“Snapped!”



A red monster was about to eat the thigh of the hero in front of him, but was
photographed by another red monster.

The red monster seemed to be a little dazed after being beaten, and shook his
head.

It was this shaking that it suddenly discovered that there was a tall, handsome
figure, a dog, and a comatose man not far away.

Immediately, the monster’s eyes were instantly scarlet, and the savage mouth
opened, allowing the drool to flow.

It seems like… it has already seen the beautiful scene of eating flesh and blood.

The actions of this red monster quickly attracted the attention of other monsters,
who raised their heads one after another.

Immediately, all the monsters stared at Omi with a pair of scarlet eyes.

From a distance, it looks like a ghost fire in the dark night.

Incredibly infiltrating!

And, with the passage of time, the number of ghost fires is still increasing,
increasing!

“Wang!”

Tengu opened his mouth and let out a roar, and the hair all over his body stood
up, ready to attack at any time.

Omi’s expression, from the initial anger, gradually became indifferent and calm.

This… is a precursor to a storm!

Finally, Omi opened his mouth slowly, and said: “It seems that this is a forest of
demons.”

“The forest of demons should be punished!”

“Boom!”

As Omi’s voice fell, a huge thunder suddenly appeared in the originally clear sky.

The ferocious thunder and lightning seemed to tear out countless cracks in the
sky.

“call!”



Suddenly, a strong wind blows across.

The branches shook violently, and countless scarlet leaves fell.

The clouds gathered quickly, covering the sky and the sun.

The sky darkened at a speed visible to the naked eye.

This change surprised the red monsters.

They all raised their heads and looked around, their hideous faces were full of
doubts.

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

Another terrifying thunder, like countless thunder snakes swimming in the air,
completely illuminated the cheeks of the monsters and dyed them a pale color!

Then, the whole sky suddenly became quiet again.

The wind stops.

tree stop.

“Punish!”

Omi snorted softly. His voice was like the words of a god. It was empty and
sacred, and it was constantly rippling between heaven and earth.

“boom!”

In an instant, like a giant thunder that opened up the world, everyone’s ears were
buzzing.

Countless buckets of thunder pillars poured down towards the mangroves like a
torrential rain.

God’s punishment, come!

The scarlet eyes of the monsters shrank slightly and hurriedly dodged to the side.

But, this is just in vain.

“boom!”

“boom!”



The thunder continued, and the ground shook.

Trees were knocked down, soil shattered, and the world turned pale.

After a while, the thunder slowly dissipated, adding a touch of color to the pale
world.

“Siss!”

The wisps of tiny thunder snakes are still jumping in the woods.

The densely covered red forests have disappeared.

Instead, there was billowing black smoke, a charred grove.

The red monsters all disappeared, as if they had never been to this world.

And Omi, Tengu, and Jill Ku were standing perfectly intact in the charred woods.

lonely!

The whole world is dead silent!

“call!”

A breeze, blowing from a distance, knocked two charred trees that had lost their
vitality to the ground.

At this moment, an emotionless voice sounded in Omi’s ears.

“The first to destroy a level 5 forbidden area will be rewarded with a level 5
mysterious treasure chest.”

“The first to destroy a level 5 forbidden area, Huaxia came to an initial forbidden
area.”

…

Huaxia live broadcast room.

Xiaobing looked at the thunder in the sky and the black mangroves in the live
broadcast room, and said stunned: “Just… what just happened?”

As Xiao Bing’s voice fell, the originally silent live broadcast room instantly boiled.

[Forgiveness: 666! 】



[Only you: 6666! 】

[The only person: 666666! 】

[Qingchuan calendar Hanyang tree: 99999! 】

…

The entire screen was first covered with countless Arabic numerals.

Then, a different barrage appeared.

[Names are floating clouds: Lin Shenxian first said that this is a forest of demons
and should be punished, and then he descended thunder and destroyed the
entire mangrove forest! 】

[Reply: I don’t know what kind of words to use to describe Lin Shenxian, all I can
say is, what a scumbag! ! 】

[The ruffian hero: First jumped dozens of meters, then slapped the dead person
with a slap, released the sword energy, and frozen the tsunami… Now, the
thunderbolt is released, Lin Shenxian, you still say that you are not a fairy? ! 】

[The past is a memory: Lin Shenxian is awesome! 】

[Speechless ending: Those monsters killed so many people, Lin Shenxian, great! 】

[Fish that can cry: Kill well! 】

[Abyss: Lin Shenxian is right, that is indeed the forest of demons! 】

[Wind: One word to destroy the devil! Awesome! 】

…

In fact, it’s not just the Chinese people who are applauding this time.

Many foreigners are also applauding.
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Because, in the mangrove forest, among the people who were brutally killed by
monsters, there were heroes of their country.

They have long hated the red monster.

Now, Omi is helping to avenge his revenge.

…

Xia Bing, Xia Xue, Qin Yuxuan and the others all breathed a sigh of relief.

Then, a smile appeared on the pretty faces of the girls.

Omi was not only fine, but also showed even more power.

He is more secure.

…

While many audience members were discussing, Omi focused his attention on
the mysterious treasure chest that shone with strange light.

Then, slowly opened the treasure chest.

“Get the light of primary life, do you want to use it?”

At the same time, a clear reminder sounded in Omi’s mind.

【Ding! Congratulations, get a special red envelope, the advanced light of life. 】

Omi’s body warmed slightly.

Then, many life particles appeared in his field of vision.

Omi has a very real feeling that as long as his thoughts move slightly, these life
particles can quickly converge to repair the wounds of himself or others.

Omi slowly raised his head and said to Tiangu, “Go and use the light of primary
life.”

Tengu has long been greedy.

After it heard Omi’s words, it didn’t hesitate any longer, and directly put its
claws on it.

https://t.me/theamazingsoninlaw


Immediately, a faint brilliance, like a veil, wrapped around Tengu’s body, and
then quickly disappeared into its body.

Tengu’s eyes became more and more shining.

Omi didn’t care too much about this, and turned his attention to Gil Ku.

He was just about to condense the light of life.

At this time, Tengu stretched out its paw and placed it on Gilku.

“Wow!”

The dog’s paw immediately shot out a warm light, and it sank directly into Gilku’s
body.

Gilku’s whole body is filled with light, and there is a faint smell of holiness.

When the light disappeared, he opened his eyes directly.

Gil Ku looked at the scorched blackness in front of him, the smoke was constantly
smoking, and the woods were full of potholes, and he couldn’t help but wonder:
“Master…Master, where are we?”

Then, as if thinking of something, he hurriedly said, “Master, where are those
monsters? Where are the red-skinned monsters!”

While speaking, he jumped up suddenly, made fists with both hands, and glanced
around.

That appearance, as if to be alert to the sudden rush of monsters.

Apparently, he fully recovered.

Omi said lightly, “It’s all right, let’s go.”

While speaking, he slowly walked forward.

…

Huaxia live broadcast room.

[Jenny Turtle: The light of primary life, such a magical thing. 】

[Come back: The light of life is like a nurse in the game, and Jill Ku wakes up all of
a sudden. 】



[Quickly say you love me: Nurse? It’s a milk dog. 】

[Everyone rest early: With this light of life, will it be easy to cure diseases in the
future? What cancer, high blood pressure… no need to be afraid anymore? 】

[Sunny Day: What forbidden area was Lin Shenxian just destroying? What exactly
is this? By the way, we have also come to an initial forbidden land in China, what
is this? 】

[Glory: Yes, UU reading Let’s see if there is any change near your city. 】

[Broad seas and sky: The initial forbidden land, maybe just like in movies and
novels, will have many benefits. 】

[Unreal: Right! Check it out! 】

[Wind and Rain: Fool! A large forest, mangroves, suddenly appeared on the
outskirts of Yangshi City, Jiang Province! 】

[Relentless: What? mangrove forest! 】

…

When countless viewers saw this barrage, their whole bodies shivered.

They have already seen how terrifying it is in the mangroves.

Could there be that monster in this mangrove forest that appeared in Yangshi?

Will the monster escape?

This is absolutely terrible.

PS: .

With the advent of the red woods, many people hurriedly escaped from
Yangcheng.

Because, they were afraid of the red monster running out.

The officials hurriedly called in armed fighters, experts in flora and fauna, and
other scholars, and gathered in front of the mangrove forest.

During their careful exploration, they did not find a terrifying red monster.



On the contrary, I found that the air in the red forest is very fresh. After
breathing in it for a period of time, the pain on my body will continue to slow
down and disappear.

Even, the longer you breathe in the mangroves, the more powerful your body
becomes.

Incredibly peculiar.

…

Omi had no idea what was happening in reality.

In the blink of an eye, another 5 days passed.

In the past five days, Omi had not encountered any beasts or monsters.

Relying on living in another world, Omi increased his physique by 800 points and
mental strength by 600 points.

Today, Omi, Tengu, and Gilku continue to move forward in the wilderness.

At this moment, in their ears… or in other words, in the ears of everyone in the
other world, an emotionless voice sounded.

“Live in another world for 30 days and get a golden treasure chest.”

Then, in front of Omi, Jill Ku… and everyone in the other world, a golden box
appeared.

Omi had seen too many such boxes.

Therefore, with a very indifferent expression, he reached out and opened it
directly.

“Primary soil control technique, is it used?”

At the same time, a clear reminder sounded in Omi’s mind.

【Ding! Congratulations, you have received a special red envelope, advanced soil

control. 】

Immediately, Omi looked down, and the originally hard ground suddenly
appeared countless tiny particles.

Omi clearly felt that as long as his thoughts moved slightly, these particles could
converge with his thoughts and transform into various forms.



When Omi raised his head, he found that Jill Ku, who was beside him, was
staring at the golden box in front of him.

If, he has never used the contents of the box before, that’s all.

However, Omi had let him use it.

Gilcool also knew that the box contained a very strange power.

Omi said, “This is a reward from the other world. Open it up and see what you
can get.”

When Jill heard the cool words, he hurriedly responded, “Yes, Master!”

Then, can’t wait to open the box.

“Primary giant transformation, do you use it?”

Gilku looked at the light group in the golden box and blinked.

Then, he looked at Omi again.

Omi said: “This is your skill, use it quickly.”

Then, Omi said to Tiangou, “You can use this primary soil control technique.”

So, Gilku and Tengu, one person and one dog, all touched the light group in front
of them.

The light group revolved around them, and then, submerged into their bodies.

Soon, both of them had a look of joy on their faces.

Omi didn’t care about the primary soil control technique.

Because he himself has advanced soil control techniques.

Omi asked Jill Ku directly, “What ability does your primary giant technique
have?”

Jill Ku said excitedly: “I can giant any part of my body!”

As he spoke, his fists were bulging continuously like balloons.

After a while, it turned into a one-meter-long giant fist.

Jill Ku said: “Master, look, a fist bigger than a casserole!”



Omi twitched the corners of his mouth slightly, a strange look on his face.

…

Omi and Jill Ku knew that there were good things in the treasure chest.

However, those who have never successfully killed a beast do not know it.

Living in a different world for a month made them all pale and thin and in a state
of embarrassment.

So, when a box appears in front of you.

They didn’t open it for the first time, but hurriedly avoided it.

Because they don’t know if there will be danger.

Of course, there are also some daring and curious people who pick up wooden
sticks and pry open the box from a distance, thus gaining different abilities.

…

US live broadcast.

The host picked up the microphone and said excitedly: “Look! What happened?
All the 6 heroes in our country have obtained treasure chests, let’s see what kind
of power they can get!”

Originally, the United States had more than a dozen heroes who entered the
other world.

There were only 6 people left.

These heroes, some were killed by beasts, some were starved to death…

There was even one person who walked into the mangrove and was eaten by a
red monster.

[Fredo: 6 treasure chests! It seems that no other country has obtained so many
treasure chests! 】

[Erwin: Sure enough, the luck of our country is strong! 】

[MMM: Why haven’t you opened the treasure chest yet? Don’t hesitate! 】



[ONE: William is on, oh! My God, it turned out to be 300 points of physique, 10
points of physique is like a superman, 300 points of physique, what kind of power
does this have? 】

[WEY: Jenny also opened the treasure chest, let me see…Wolf Transformation!
Is it possible to turn into a werewolf? Wolverine! so amazing! 】

[HERO: Kate is going to open… God! It’s fog control! Sounds great! 】

…

Eagle Country Live Room.

[UU: Andrew opened the treasure chest! An incarnation weapon? OMG! His body
can turn into a sharp blade, which is too strong! 】

[Henry: In this case, who can be his opponent in the future? 】

[MAKR: I just said, Andrew must be the strongest. 】

…

Sent live.

[K: Qiao Yashu has gained 400 physique points! 】

[AAA: No, no! Didn’t Qiao Yashu become a muscle girl? God, don’t! 】

…

Island live broadcast room.

[Mori: Hashimoto-kun got a copper skin and an iron bone? Invulnerable? ! Long
live! 】

[Ono Taro: In the future, only Hashimoto-kun will fight the beasts and others, and
others will no longer be able to cause harm to him! 】

[Yachen: Long live the island country! 】

…

Xiongguo live broadcast room.



[tt: Ellen’s treasure chest is… Elementary Earthquake Technique! 】

[Y: Seismic? Could it be that this can create an earthquake? 】

[Gulu: Human-generated earthquakes? This is incredible too! 】

…

country of sticks.

[Li Zheng: Hahaha! Li Jinxuan got 500 physique points! How powerful is this? He
can definitely kill many beasts with ease! 】

[Oppa: Didn’t many people blow Omi before? Our Li Jinxuan is probably no
worse than him now! Maybe stronger! This is 500 points of physique! 】

[Jin: It would be great if Li Jinxuan met Omi, maybe he could kill Omi with one
punch, thus avenging Li Xianhao! 】

…

The live broadcast rooms in almost every country are all boiling.

When they see the heroes of their country die one by one, which leads to the
continuous decline of the country’s resources, environment, etc….

All were in despair.

Now, they finally have a glimmer of hope.

The heroes of their own country have gained great power, and in the future, they
will no longer be afraid of otherworldly beasts!

Kill beasts and monsters, and let the country obtain corresponding resources.

The end will not come!

…

Compared with the excitement of live broadcast rooms in other countries.

The Huaxia live broadcast room is relatively indifferent.

Xiao Bing said, “Professor Lin doesn’t seem to use the skills in the treasure chest,
the primary soil control technique, is it the ability to control the land?”



[Look at it: I have seen heroes frommany countries on the Internet, all of which
have gained great power. 】

[Song: Li Jinxuan of Bangzi Country has obtained 500 physique points. Now, many
people in Bangzi Country say that Li Jinxuan can kill Lin Shenxian. 】

[On the way home: Killing Lin Shenxian? This is probably the funniest joke I’ve
ever heard. 】

[Mystery: Can Li Jinxuan withstand Lin Shenxian’s sword, or can he insist not to
be frozen, or can he beat the thunder? Not afraid of laughing to death, mere
mortals, dare to compare with gods? 】

[There is no harm if there is no sale: Li Jinxuan has no need to discuss at all. If you
want to discuss it, you should also discuss the tengu. I just want to say, why am I
not a tengu! 】

This sentence seems to resonate with many people.

Then, a unified barrage appeared on the entire screen.

[The man in the wind: Why am I not a tengu! 】

[Han Dynasty: Why am I not a Tiangu! 】

[Ma Zi: Why am I not a Tengu! 】

…

Countless people envy a dog.

I have to say, this is really weird.

However, it is normal for this to happen.

To know…

Tengu has used his physique points several times, and then he has acquired
various skills such as primary fire control, primary light of life, primary soil
control and so on.

As long as one of them is obtained, it is a superhuman existence. How can this not
be envied?

…



After the heroes opened the treasure chest and felt this magical and powerful
power.

At this moment, an emotionless voice sounded in their ears again.

“I’m about to enter a level 8 forbidden area.”

“Countdown, 10.”

“9!”

“8!”

…

When everyone heard this, they were all at a loss.

None of them knew what the forbidden land was.

The audience in front of the screen were all nervous.

Because, either through live broadcast, or through broadcast, or through news…
Most of them know that there is a very terrible danger in the forbidden area.

However, no matter what everyone thinks, the countdown cannot be stopped.

“2!”

“1!”

After the last voice fell, Omi, Tengu, Jill Ku… and all the heroes in the other
world suddenly disappeared in place.

The next moment, they all appeared in a darker location.

Omi took his hand off the Tengu’s head and muttered, “Sure enough, you can
bring Tengu in, is this a level 8 forbidden area?”

He first felt the changes in his body silently, and found that this level 8 forbidden
area is not like the mangroves, which constantly absorb energy in the body, as if
it was just a different environment, and there is no other difference.

Gilku said excitedly: “It’s amazing! Master, we came here suddenly! It’s like
coming from Earth.”

“Master, is this the legendary Great Movement of Heaven and Earth?!”

God, what a big shift in the universe?



Omi’s mouth twitched slightly, but he didn’t explain anything.

He casually looked for a direction and said, “Let’s go.”

In the forbidden area, there may be many terrifying beasts and monsters.

However, Omi didn’t care at all.

Or rather, more of an expectation.

Because, this means you can get more treasure chests and red packets.

“rustle!”

Omi, Tengu, and Gilku didn’t walk long when there was a sound in the jungle not
far away.

Gilku immediately became vigilant, clenched his fists with both hands, and stood
in front of Omi.

Obviously, he was preparing to resist possible dangers for Omi.

Although, his behavior is useless at all.

However, Omi still nodded secretly.

next moment…

A gray-faced, skinny, yellow-skinned man in tattered clothes came out of the
woods.

When Gilku saw that he was a human, he was obviously relieved, and said in
English, “Hello, I’m Baiguo Gilku, who are you?”

The bearded man said in stubborn English: “I am Hashimoto Musashi of the island
country.”

After he finished speaking, his eyes began to scan back and forth on Gil Ku
and Omi.

When Hashimoto Musashi saw the backpack behind Gilku, especially the bulging
bags in the backpack and the barbecue exposed outside, a pair of originally
cloudy eyes immediately lit up.

Island live broadcast room.

[Feng Xingzi: Is this the forbidden land? so dark. It looks so scary. 】



[Ikeda: That is… Omi! Hashimoto-kun met Huaxia Omi! 】

[Xia Shu: Hashimoto-kun, don’t be enemies with Omi…]

[Tanabe-sama: Don’t worry too much, Hashimoto-kun has acquired the ability of
copper skin and iron bone, even Omi should not cause too much damage to
Hashimoto-kun, not to mention, Hashimoto-kun may not be I will start
with Omi. 】

[Moriguchi: Hashimoto-kun, seems to be touching a gun! 】

As soon as these words came out, the barrage suddenly stopped.

Everyone watched the live broadcast with great concentration.

…

As expected by the island audience, Hashimoto Musashi is indeed touching a gun.

“do not move!”

Hashimoto Musashi showed his strong yellow teeth and pointed his pistol at Gil
Ku and Omi.

“Don’t move! Now, slowly put the bag behind you on the ground.”

Although, Gilku once obtained 20 points of physique and giant transformation,
and has become a superhuman existence.

However, when he saw the dark muzzle of the gun, a thin layer of sweat still
appeared on his forehead.

horrible!

This is absolutely the scariest thing ever!

So, according to the words, Jill Kui slowly put the backpack on the ground.

Hashimoto Musashi nodded with satisfaction, such a large package of meat is
enough to eat by himself for a long time!

Then, he accidentally discovered that there was an animal that looked like a wolf
like a dog next to him, and his eyes lit up again.

He grinned and said, “I can’t believe that there is still one alive! Now, you don’t
have to worry about food for a month!”



While speaking, UU reading he couldn’t help swallowing.

Omi didn’t seem to see the pistol pointed at him.

His expression was always the same, he looked down at the Tengu next to him,
and said, “That person wants to eat you.”

“Ow!”

When Tiangou heard the words, he roared in the sky, revealing his fierceness.

Then, he rushed towards Hashimoto Musashi quickly.

quick!

fierce!

Hashimoto Musashi was shocked and hurriedly shot.

However, nothing works.

When he saw the sharp claws of the tengu slapped at him, he hurriedly made the
surface of his skin bronze.

[Skill: Copper Skin and Iron Bone! 】

PS: .

Tengu didn’t seem to see the change in Hashimoto Musashi, and his stern paws
patted it without any pause.

“boom!”

Like a loud crash of metal, it rippled through the scene.

Then, Hashimoto Musashi felt a sense of falling.

He saw his bronzed skin, saw the metal bones in his body…

His upper body was neatly separated from his lower body!

“Pfft!”

The next moment, the two halves of Hashimoto Musashi fell heavily on the
ground, making a dull sound, and there was no sound at all.



After Hashimoto Musashi obtained the ability of copper skin and iron bones, he
always wanted to see what his bones had become.

Now, it has finally become a reality.

He… can have no regrets!

“laugh!”

It was also at this time that the copper skin and iron bones of Hashimoto Musashi
disappeared and returned to their original state.

The hot blood spurted frantically like spring water.

Fortunately, the Tengu was fast, so the hair was not stained with blood.

At this time, an emotionless voice sounded in the ears of everyone in the island
country.

“The death of Hashimoto Musashi will reduce the size of the island country by
10%.”

…

Earth.

The Void Gate, which was suspended above the island country, suddenly filled
with wisps of black air.

A huge wave lapped from a distance, instantly submerging the land that had
been added not long ago.

At the same time, it also engulfed some seaside buildings and people who were
playing.

Studio.

The originally silent live broadcast room started to become noisy with the voices
beside my ears.

[Kitaoka: Hashimoto-kun, is dead…]

[Koitaro: This… this is not true. 】

【Cheese: No! 】

…



This video quickly spread to Bangzi Country.

Originally, they had full confidence in Li Jinxuan, the hero of the Bangzi Kingdom,
expecting him to meet a beast or Omi…

Thereby beheading beasts to get more treasure chests, or beheading Omi to
avenge Li Xianhao.

However, at this time, the people of Bangzi fell silent.

They prayed silently in their hearts that Li Jinxuan would not encounter a beast,
let alone Omi.

The other party… is really too powerful.

Perhaps, it was the prayers of the people in the country that had an effect.

Li Jinxuan did not encounter Omi, nor did he encounter any beasts.

However, I encountered ceramic jars, many ceramic jars.

After Li Jinxuan arrived at the forbidden area, the whole person seemed very
calm.

Because, he gained 500 points of physique and felt full of endless power,
becoming a superman in movies and novels!

At this time, Li Jinxuan thought that even in the face of fierce beasts, there was
no need to be afraid at all.

He first looked around and found that there were tall trees all around, and it was
no different.

So, Li Jinxuan found a random direction and strode forward.

He walked past the big trees, through the grass…

In front of them appeared many simple ceramic jars with human faces engraved
on them.

Li Jinxuan spat lightly, “What is this?”

“The jar? Could there be anything in it?”

Li Jinxuan’s mind began to liven up.

He has seen some movies, and there will be some treasures in the jars, and even
the jars themselves are treasures.



Although, he is now in another world.

However, Li Jinxuan felt that one day he would return to Earth.

Back then, those jars…and what’s inside would be incredible.

Thinking of this, Li Jinxuan stepped forward to look for the mouth of the jar,
ready to find out.

“Crack!”

He just got close…

A crack appeared in a jar.

Then, a black mucus flew out like a sharp arrow and entangled Li Jinxuan.

Li Jinxuan was shocked and hurriedly struggled.

However, the black mucus is more and more, more and more.

Soon, Li Jinxuan was completely wrapped.

Suddenly, only a black thing was seen on the scene, twisting constantly.

“laugh!”

After a while, the black slime all flew back into the jar.

But Li Jinxuan disappeared.

He… dissolves!

At the same time, there was an emotionless voice on the scene… and in the ears
of everyone in Bangzi Country.

“The death of Li Jinxuan will reduce the life expectancy of people in Bangzi by
one year.”

In the gate of the void, a cloud of black air permeated.

Suddenly, the driver of the vehicle suffered a sudden cardiac arrest, resulting in a
car accident.

The teacher who was lecturing suddenly fell down from the podium and couldn’t
breathe anymore.

The drinker suddenly choked and vomited a large mouthful of blood.



…

Bangzi country live broadcast room.

[Leoba: What exactly is that? 】

[Xuan Fan: No! Li Jinxuan will not die. 】

[Smecta: It’s terrible. 】

[Fan: No! 】

…

The death of Hashimoto Musashi was just a trivial matter for Omi.

As for the death of Li Jinxuan in Bangzi Kingdom, Omi was completely unaware
of it.

As usual, he walked forward unhurriedly.

…

One of the heroes of the Bear Kingdom, Abraham is also in the woods in the
8th-level forbidden area.

After opening the golden treasure chest, he gained 400 physique points and
possessed tyrannical power.

At this time, in front of Abraham stood a 3-meter-tall golden bear.

Abraham is nearly 1.9 meters tall.

However, in front of the giant bear, he still looked like a dwarf.

However, Abraham had no fear.

On the contrary, he looked very happy and said in Xiong Guoyu: “Yo! Bear! I really
want to miss the animal, you know? Our country is called Xiong country! It is the
country that gets along best with bears!”

“However, most of the bears in our place are gray.”

“hold head high!”
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